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Virtual chief information security
officer (vCISO)
Put Coalfire’s industry knowledge and security expertise
to work on your team

In today’s uncertain times, the absence of an experienced CISO or security executive
can significantly impact various areas of your business. However, recruiting and
retaining a dedicated professional with the skills and leadership to implement
a successful cybersecurity strategy is often expensive and cumbersome.
ARE vCISO SERVICES RIGHT FOR YOU?

• Requirements analysis

• Is your staff overburdened or lacking experience
with information security requirements?

• Stakeholder alignment

• Do you need to accelerate implementation
of information security best practices?

• Program development

• Is your business required to meet
regulatory requirements?
• Do your customers have expectations around
information security?

• Strategy development
• Governance structure development
• Policy development
• Project oversight

WHY CHOOSE COALFIRE
Our vCISO program empowers your organization to have
a highly qualified and experienced security professional
when and where needed. The Coalfire vCISO will fully
understand business needs and strategy and will act
as an extension of your team.
We offer a broad range of services to help you
assess your exposure to cyber risk, implement
security improvements, and validate that risks
are adequately controlled:

PROTECT YOUR ORGANIZATION’S
VALUABLE INFORMATION.

• For nearly 20 years, our team of skilled advisors has
helped organizations define their needs and provide
clear visibility of organizational risk posture.
• We draw upon vast compliance specialization to help
remediate IT-specific compliance gaps and establish
readiness to satisfy compliance obligations.
• Our credentialed and highly skilled experts are
effective communicators who present our findings
in business terms for truly actionable insights.

Learn more about Coalfire’s vCISO services.
Coalfire.com | 877.224.8077

About Coalfire
Coalfire is the trusted cybersecurity advisor that helps private and public sector organizations avert threats, close gaps, and effectively manage risk. By
providing independent and tailored advice, assessments, technical testing, and cyber engineering services, we help clients develop scalable programs that
improve their security posture, achieve their business objectives, and fuel their continued success. Coalfire has been a cybersecurity thought leader for
nearly 20 years and has offices throughout the United States and Europe. For more information, visit Coalfire.com.
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COALFIRE’S vCISO PROGRAM

